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A James space J(T) is defined on a general tree r, that is, a tree wtth arbitrary 
wtdth and hetght any ordinal. The study of thts space unities and extends the 
investtgation of James-type Banach spaces. We defme a class of norm-one projec- 
tions which have not previously been defined for such spaces and J(T) is shown to 
have a boundedly complete translinite basis. A predual and all duals of J(T) are 
found with every second dual charactertzed as the James space on a usually larger 
tree We prove that J(T) has the metrrc approximatton, Radon-Nikodym, and z 
properttes. It follows that every dual of J(T) has the approximatron and I[ proper- 
ttes. i 1988 Academic Press, Inc 
In 1950, James gave the first example of a Banach space J isomorphic to 
its second dual but not reflexive [lo]. He defined it to be the space of real 
valued sequences (Q,,},;= , converging to zero which are finite under the 
norm 
where the supremum is over all finite length subsequences of N, 
n,<n,< ..’ -cnZk. James and others have subsequently resolved questions 
about Banach spaces by creating examples based on the construction of J. 
Each of these examples may be regarded as a space of functions J(T) whose 
domain is a set with the ordering of a tree and with the square variation 
norm. The square oariation norm of any real or complex valued function f 
on a partially ordered set is defined by 
t If(b,)-f(a,)12 
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where the supremum is over all finite sequences of disjoint intervals of the 
form {x: a, < x < b,}, a, d b,. The I, direct sum of countable copies of J is a 
space of this type that was used by Herman and Whitley [9] as an example 
of a somewhat reflexive Banach space with infinite codimension in its 
second dual. (A Banach space is said to be somewhat reflexive if every 
infinite dimensional subspace contains an isomorphic copy of 12.) James, in 
1974, defined the James tree space JT using a binary tree to get an example 
of a somewhat reflexive, separable Banach space with nonseparable dual 
[ 111. Lindenstrauss and Stegall [ 131 found all duals of JT, analyzed their 
structure, and used this information to solve a number of conjectures. 
Amemiya and Ito [l] studied weakly null sequences in JT, but made the 
tree slightly more general by letting it branch an arbitrary finite number of 
times at each vertex. Edgar [6] generalized J by considering the space of 
functions with a well-ordered set as the domain. A different approach from 
that of Lindenstrauss and Stegall was required, but he also found all duals, 
examined the structure of this space, and solved several conjectures with 
the long James on the first uncountable ordinal. Ghoussoub and 
Maurey [7] found a counterexample by using a tree which branches a 
countably infinite number of times at each vertex of the tree. Hagler and 
Ode11 [8] observed that a James-type space could be defined on a general 
tree. They proved the existence of a very large tree satisfying special 
properties in the construction of an example of a space containing no 
isomorph of I, but with weak* sequentially compact dual ball. 
The James space on a general tree J(T) and the general space of Hagler 
and Ode11 HO(S) are defined explicitly in Section 1 and later 
(Corollary 3.8) are shown to be equivalent. Hence, Hagler and Ode11 have 
established one property for J(T); that is, it is somewhat reflexive. A new 
type of projection for James-type spaces is developed in Section 2 and this 
is used to show that J(T) has the x property and the metric approximation 
property (Theorems 3.10 and 3.11). Section 3 begins with the definition of 
translinite basis and a few of its properties. Then, we show that J(T) has a 
boundedly complete translinite basis and calculate the norms of elements of 
J(T) in terms of the coefficients in their expansions. In Section 4, we 
characterize the predual and all duals of J(T). The second dual of J(T) is 
shown to be the James space on a tree that we call the chain extension of 
the original tree. J(T) is reflexive iff the tree T contains no infinite chains 
(Corollary 4.14). If all chains in the tree have finite height and their lengths 
are uniformly bounded then J(T) is isomorphic to Hilbert space 
(Corollary 3.9). With the projection lemma and knowledge of the 
relationship between the duals, J(T) is shown to have the Radon-Nikodym 
property (Theorem 4.17). Finally, since every second dual is the same type 
of space, every second dual has the Radon-Nikodym property and every 
dual has the approximation property and the IL property. 
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1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
DEFINITION. A tree is a partially ordered set S, such that { ~7: JJ < x} is 
well-ordered for every x in S. 
Let (S, $ ) be a tree. If a ES, o(a) will denote the order type of 
{x: x < a}. The height of S, ht(S), is the smallest ordinal larger than o(a) 
for every YES. The segments {x~S:a<x<b}, (x~S:a<x<b), 
{x~S:adx<6), and {x~S:a<x<bj will be denoted respectively by 
]a, 61, [a, 6[, [a, 61, and ]a, b[. An element b of S is called a successor if 
there is an element b - 1 E S such that b - 1 <b and ]b - 1, b[ = 121. We 
say that b is an immediate successor to b - 1 and that b - 1 is the immediate 
predecessor to 6. S” will denote the set of successors in S. For any a, c E S 
with a < c, a + 1, will be the immediate successor to a in [a, cl. TO 
distinguish ordinals from elements of the tree we will use tl + and a - for the 
immediate successor and predecessor (respectively) of an ordinal cc 
DEFINITION. A tree is called chain complele if every chain has a least 
upper bound and rooted if it has a least element 0. 
DEFINITION. The order topology on a tree (S, < ) is the weakest 
topology such that { 4’: J’ < x} is open for all x E S. 
This definition causes the inherited topology of { ~1: y d x} to be the 
usual order topology of a well-ordered set and forces the least upper 
bounds of chains to become the limit points in S. 
DEFINITION. Let (S, < ) be a tree. Let S be the set of nonempty chains 
in S such that C E S iff whenever x E C and y Q x then y E C. Let < order 
S by inclusion. (S-, < ) is called the chain extension of (S, < ). 
Note that (S-, <) is a chain complete tree and that x + { ~1: y < x} 
defines on order-preserving bijection between S and 
In particular, if So denotes S with a new least element 0 adjoined, then we 
may consider S to be the set of successors in (S,)). 
Throughout this paper, (T, < ) will denote a chain complete rooted tree 
with the order topology, 11 1 will denote the square variation norm, and K 
will be the real or complex numbers. 
DEFINITION. Let (J(T), I( II ) be the Banach space of functions f: T + K 
such that 
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(i) f(O) = 0, 
(ii) f is continuous, and 
(iii) llfll < 00. 
It is clear that the square variation norm is equivalent to the norm on 
the space J defined in the introduction. Let o be the first infinite ordinal. 
We see that (J, 11 1) is isometric to (J( [0, w]), )I 11) by identifying a 
sequence {un};=, in J withfEJ( [0, 01) defined byf(n) = a, - a, for n <o 
andf(w)= --a,. 
DEFINITION. For each a E 7”, a norm-one element h, of J(T) may be 
defined as h,(x) = 1, if x 2 a and h,(x) = 0 otherwise. For each a E T, define 
e, E J( T)* by e,(f) =f(u). We may also write &, or e(,,,, to specify the 
tree. 
The space of Hagler and Odell, HO(S), where (S, < ) is any tree, may 
be defined as follows. HO(S) is the completion of the span of all finitely 
nonzero functions g: S + K such that 
where @ is the set of finite sequences of disjoint segments [a, b] c S. 
For a E T”, define g,E HO( T”) by g,(b) = 6,,. In Corollary 3.8, we show 
that identifying g, with h, for every UE T” defines an isometry from 
HO( To) to J(T). By the previous remarks, for every tree S there is a chain 
complete rooted tree T such that S= T”. 
It follows that the James tree space JT is isometric to J(T), where T is 
the tree of height o+ for which the least element has one successor, all 
successors have exactly two successors, and the uncountable number of 
maximal elements are the limits of chains of length o. 
We will use the notations “cl” and “sp” for closure and linear span, 
respectively. 
2. PROJECTIONS ON J(T) 
In order to handle J(T), we work with subspaces of J(T) which are 
isometric to the James space on subsets of T. We do this by defining a set 
of closed subspaces V of T and norm-one projections {P,: A E W} such 
thatf( A = (PAY)1 A and P, J( T) is isometric to J(A) via the restriction map. 
For a, bE T define a A b=sup([O, a] n [0, b]) and for A c T, let 
A” = (u A 6: u, bE A} u {O}. Observe that (A”)” = A” and that 
(cl(A”))“=cl(A”). Let Gf?={AcT:A=cl(A”)}\{ {O}}. For AE%, let 
A, is defined so that if x E A,, inf{a E A: a 2 x} exists. In fact, if 
x=(sup([O,c[nA))+l,. for some SEA,, inf{aEA:a>x}=c. For, by 
the definition of A,, x < c and [x. c[ n A = (25. So, if y E A and J- > x, then 
v A c E A because A is closed under A and x < ~1 A c < c. Hence, .Y A c = c. 
Now, define 






be defined by $A = iA 0 Qa. The definitions and the 
above show that $,(x)=x, for all XE A. Define P, by 
LEMMA 2.1. 
tion, and 
(a) $A: T+ A is an order-preserving (continuous) retrac- 
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A inherit the topology and order of T. Then, A is chain complete and 
rooted, so J(A) is defined. Also, the fact that A is closed under A with 
respect to T means that if a, b, c, dE A and ]a, b] n ]c, d] is empty in A 
then ]a, b] n ]c, d] is empty in T. Thus, the map which restricts functions 
in J(T) to the domain A is a linear transformation from .I( T) to J(A) of 
norm at most one. 
We begin by defining for each A E% an order-preserving retraction 
I++ 4 : T -+ A so that if ]a, b] and ]c, d] are disjoint nonempty segments in T 
then ]$.4(a), 1+9,(b)] n ]tiA(c), $,,(d)] = 0 in T. Then, we will show that 
P, defined by Pnf=fo Ic/,q is the desired projection. 
The elements of A which require special attention in order to make a 
retraction onto A continuous are the elements which are limits in T but not 
in A. Let A, be this set of “bad” points in A. We create a new set A, from 
A by replacing A, with certain successors in T. Let 
and 
,4,={(sup([O,c[nA))+l,:c~A,,) 
A,,= (A\A,)u A,. 
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(b) if la, 61 auf 1~ 4 are nonempty disjoint segments in T, then 
lICI,daL @Ab)l n I+Ac), $A41 = @ in T. 
LEMMA 2.2. PA defines a norm-one projection such that P, f(a) =.f(a) 
for all aEA. 
Proof (of Lemma 2.1). (a) Let $ = &, , CD = QA, and i = i,,, . We have 
shown that $’ = $. To show that $ is order preserving and continuous, we 
will show this for 0 and i. 
It is clear from the definition that @ is order preserving. To see that @ is 
continuous, let x be a limit point in T and let {x~} be a net converging to 
x. If x = a(x), then x is a limit point in A. So, if a E T with a <s, then 
]a, X] n A # 0. Let a E A, with a <x. If ]a, x] n A c A,, then there exist 
a,,a,~A~ with a<a,<a,<x. So, a,~sup([O,a,[nA))+l.,~A,. This 
implies that there exists an element b E A,, such that a < b < x. 1f.x 3 x, > 6, 
then Q(x) >, @(x,)>,@(b) = b > a. Hence, @(x,) + @i(x). If G(x) < X. then 
whenever Q(X) <.Y, <x, CD(X) = @(xX). So, C&X,) + O(X). 
To show { is order preserving, let x, J*E A, and .Y < ,v. If J E A,, then 
y- 1 E A. By the definition of <, i(x) < y - 1 < y 6 i(y). Thus, i is order 
preserving. Now, let x be a limit point in A, with x, + s. Since XE A, 
i(x) = .Y. Also, if X, d s, by the definition of <, x, d [(x,) Q X. Hence 
((x,) +x = i(x). 
(b) Let ]a, b] and ]c, d] be disjoint nonempty segments in T. If 
IX, Y]# 0 and Q(Y) 6 X, then by the definition of CD, 0(y) < Q(X). So, 
i(@( ~1)) <[(D(x)) and hence I+(x), 1+9(y)] =0. So we may as well assume 
Q(b) E ]a, b] and G(d) E ]c, d]. 
Case 1. If D(b) and Q(d) are comparable, then without loss of 
generality @(b)<@(d). Since @(d)E ]c, d], c and Q(b) are comparable. 
Since G(b) q! ]c, d], Q(b) < c. So, @(Q(b)) d Ii/(c), i.e., 11/(b) d e(c). Hence, 
1$(a), $(b)l n l@(c), tit41 = 0 in T. 
Case 2. Assume @(b) and Q(d) are not comparable. Let 
e = D(b) A Q(d). Since 0(b) and 0(d) are elements of A u A, and A, is a 
set of immediate successors to elements of A, there are elements x and y of 
A such that G(b) - 1 < x < @(b) and Q(d) - 1 G 4’ < Q(d). Then, e = x A J 
and thus e E A. Since e $ ]a, b] n ]c, d], either es a or es c. We assume 
without loss of generality that e< c. Since @(b) and D(d) are not 
comparable, e < Q(b) and any segment containing G(b) is disjoint from 
any segment which does not intersect [0, e] and which contains Q(d). 
By definition 0(b) <I(/(b) and Q(d) < I(/(d). Since e< G(d), we see 
[O,$(b)]n]e,$(d)]=0. Since e,<c and eEA, e=+(e)<@(c). So 
l+(a), Icl(b)l n 1$(c), tit41 = 0 in T. I 
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Proof (of Lemma 2.2). Let $ = $A and f E J( T). Since f and $ are 
continuous, so is f0 $. 
If { ]a,, b,] : i = 1, 2, . . . . n} is a sequence of disjoint nonempty segments, 
then $(a,) G Il/(b,), for all 4 and Ma,), $(b,)l n 111/(q). $(b,)l = 0 in T, 
when i # j. So, 
( f, lf(~(b,))-f(~(~,,)12)';2~ llfll 
Therefore, fo II/ E J( T) and Ilfo 11//l < Ilfll. 
Let Q E A,“. Then Ih,$(a) - h,ti(O)l = 11-01 = 1, so Ilh,o $11 = Ilh,ll. 
Thus, P, is a norm 1 linear operator on J(T). Since I,$’ = $, P, is a 
projection. i 
Let UE T”. If UEA,, then the definitions imply x 2 a if and only if 
I(IA(x) >a. Hence, P,h,=h,. If a$A,, then QA(u) = @,(a- l), so 
P,f(u) = P,f(u - 1) for every f E J( T). Hence, if A is finite, P, f has finite 
range and P,J(T) =cl sp{h,: UEA, n T”). If A is not finite, then this is 
still true (Corollary 3.6). 
COROLLARY 2.3. For A E %?, let P> : J(A) + P, J( T) be defined b) 
Pag=g~~.andR,:P,J(T)-,J(A)bedefinedb~lR,f=fl..ThenPais 
an isometry and (P’,,-‘= R,. 
Proof. Let *=ea. If g E J(A), then it follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
go $ is continuous and (1 go till r< II gll A. In addition, go $ = go ti2. So, 
go $ E P, J( T) and II Pa (I < 1. By the remarks at the end of the first 
paragraph in this section we know that R, is defined and has norm at most 
one.Also,forgEJ(A)andfEP,J(T), (go$)I,=gandfl.oII/=fo$=f: 
Thus, R, and Pa are inverse maps. m 
Let dp be the set of lower sets in W; i.e., define 
Y= (AE%: [O,y]cAforevery yeA}. 
Note that for AE 9, if UE A is a limit in T, then it is a limit in A. 
Hence Ab=A,=12/ and IC/,:T-+A is defined by tiA(x)=GA(x)= 
sup([O,x]nA). Also, if A,BE~!’ then AnBcY and P,P,=P,P,= 
P AnB. If A = 4 then IIP,f II = Ilp,p,f II d IIP,f Il. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let A E Y. For every f E J( T), 
IIc4fl12+Il(~-c4)fl12~Ilfl12. 
Proof. Let 1+9 = $A and let f E J( T). Suppose c, d E T with c < d. If 
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CE T\A, then +(c)=+(d). So, PA,f(c) = P,f(d). If CE A, then 




Let {]a,, b,]: i= 1, 2, . . . . n} and {]c,, d,]: i= 1, 2, . . . . k} be two sequen- 
ces of mutually disjoint nonempty segments in T. Define 
c: = 
if c, E T\A 
if c,EA. 
If C,E A then c,d Il/(d,) 6d, and so ]c:, d,] c ]c,, d,]. Therefore, 
]c’, , d,], . . . . ]c;, dk] are mutually disjoint and c,! 6 d, for i = 1,2, . . . . k. By 
the definitions and Lemma 2.1, ]#(a,), +(b,)], . . . . ]$(a,), +(6,)] are 
mutually disjoint and $(a,) < Il/(b,) for i= 1,2, . . . . n. By the definitions, 
]$(a,), $(b,)] c A for i= 1, 2, ,.., n and ]c:, d,] n A = @ for 1, 2, . . . . k. 
Hence, lICl(alL Ic/(~1)17 -., I@(Q,)~ $(&,)I, 14, d,l, . . . . 1~;~ 41 are 
mutually disjoint. Thus, 
i IPAf(b,) - r4fW12 
r=l 
+ i I(Z-P,)f(d,)-(Z-P,)f(c,)l’ 
r=l 
= ,f, Iflti(bl)) -fMJJ)12 
+ 2 If(c:)-fW12 
r=l 
s Ilf I12? 
and the lemma follows. 1 
LEMMA 2.5. Let AEY, A # T. Then, IIZ-P,l( = 1 and if A, BEG’, 
A=B, thenfor uOfEJ(T), Il(Z-P,)flI Gll(Z-P,)fll. 
Proof By Lemma 2.4, II(Z- PA)f (I < Ilf II. Let UE T\A. Then 
P,(h,) = 0, so (I- PA) h, = h,. Therefore, IIZ- P,II = 1. 
Now, if A, BE 9’ and A c B, then T\B c T\A and 
(z-PB)(z-P,)=z-P,-P,+P,P,=z-Pg. 
Hence, IIU - Ps)f II = IIU - p,W - PA)f II G IIU - PA)f II for all 
f EJ(T). I 
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The following lemma shows that we may approximate a function f by a 
function which agrees withfon a tree with a finite number of branches and 
has zero variation off this subtree. 
LEMMA 2.6. If f E J(T) and E > 0, then there exist 6, ,..., b,, E T’ such that 
ifB= {x~T:.u<b,for some i), then Ilf --Psfll <E. 
Proof. Let ]a,, b,], . . . . ]a,l, b,,] be mutually disjoint nonempty 
segments uch that 
Il.fll’ < i Mb,) -f(a,)l’+ E2. 
I= I 
Since ,fis continuous, we may assume b,E T’, i= 1, . . . . n. Then 
so P, is defined. Using Lemma 2.4, 
Therefore, ll(I-- P,)f 11 < E. 1 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let A E 9, f E J( T), and E > 0. There exist 
b , 3 .*., b,, E A” such that if B = {XE T: .Y < b, for some i= 1, . . . . n}, then 
llP,f -Psfll <E. 
Proof: Apply Lemma 2.6 to .fl A and use the isometry between J(A) and 
P,J(T). I 
3. THE TRANSFINITE BASIS FOR J(T) 
In 1967, Bessaga [2] defined monotone and boundedly complete trans- 
finite bases in terms of norm one projections equivalent to the projections 
onto partial sums. Dorembus [4] defined the transfmite sum as it is here 
and the transfinite basis is a special case of the topic of his paper. 
Edgar [6] showed that the James space on a well-ordered tree has a trans- 
finite basis and it will be shown that this holds for any tree. It has been 
proved by Edgar (unpublished) and Rosenthal [ 151 that any Banach space 
with a transfinite basis has the approximation property. However, J(T) has 
the stronger metric approximation property (Theorem 3.11). 
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Let X be a Banach space, 9 be an ordinal, and let x, E X for each tl< q. 
The transtinite sum 
if it exists, is the element of X defined recursively as follows: 
If 1 is the least ordinal, then x 1<, X, = 0. Assume 7 > 1 and that J&s .Y? 
has been defined and exists for each /I < 7. If 7 = 6 +, the immediate 
successor to 6, then 
If 7 is a limit ordinal, then 
whenever it exists. Of course, when q =o, this is the usual definition of 
sum. 
It is easily shown that if xX<? x, exists, then x, = 0, except for a 
countable number of ~1. So, x:, < y x, is the same as the sum of the nonzero 
vectors indexed by a countable ordinal. 
Let X be a Banach space, let A be a set, and let {xX :tl E A } c X. If the 
order on A is either understood or makes no difference we may write 
Ix IE4 X% or x:A x, for the transfinite sum. In general, as with series ordered 
by o, the order of summation is crucial for the convergence of a transtinite 
sum. We say that CacA x, converges unconditionally if and only if the sum 
converges for any well ordering of A. Since we may assume A is countable, 
the following lemma shows that is not really a generalization of the usual 
definition of unconditionally convergent series because it is virtually the 
same. 
LEMMA 3.1. C,“=, x, converges unconditionally iff xa <B x~,~, converges 
for every countable ordinal /3 and bijection p: /I + co. Moreover, 
ProoJ: Let x2, X, be an unconditionally convergent series, /I be any 
countable ordinal, and p : /I + o be a bijection. For G c o, let CG x, denote 
the usual summation of the subsequence (xI: ie G} and let J(y)= 
{i: i= p(u) for some tl < 11). We will proceed by transtinite induction on y. 
Assume Lfd) x, = L < d xpf,), for all 6 < 7. If y is not a limit, then it is 
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clear that &, x, = z., <y xpCor,. Suppose y is a limit. Given E > 0, choose a 
finite subset F of J(y) such that for all subsets G of J(y) with 
Fc Gt IICG -x,-L,,, x,1/ <E. Let i=max{cl: PDF}. Then, if y>6>[, 
IICJla, -y, - LIy, -4 <E. Hence, 
Thus, Ca<8 xp(a) exists and equals I.,‘?= I x,. 
The other direction of the lemma is obvious. 1 
The transfinite sequence (xtl jX < rl is called a transfinite basis for X iff for 
each .X E X there is a unique sequence of scalars {ca lXCV such that 
x=Ca<vC,x,. 
Using transfinite induction, it is easy to prove the following facts. 
FACTS 3.2. (i) If (?T~}~<~ is a transfinite basis for X, then 
X=clsp{x,:a<~). 
(ii) Let X and Y be Banach spaces, L: X+ Y a bounded linear 
operator, x, E X, and C, a scalar for each c1< 4. If I:, < ~ C,X, exists, then 
c oL < ~ c, L(x,) exists in Y and equals L(x:, < rl c,.~,). 
We may define projections pg: X+ X by pa& < ~ c, x,) = C, <B c,x,. If 
11 p&l = 1 for every p < q we say the basis is monotone. The basis is said to 
be boundedly complete if whenever ( y,),, , is a bounded transfinite 
sequence in X with ZC [l, r~[ such that pa ~1~ = yz for every a, /3~ I with 
CI < B then ( y,), E, converges. 
Now, we will order T” in a way that preserves the partial order on T” 
and show that with this order, {II,: a E T” > is a transfinite basis for J( T). 
For y < ht( T), let L, = {x E T: o(x) = 7) and let < y be some well order- 
ing on L,. Well order T” by 
a$ b iff o(a) <o(b) or both o(a) = o(b) and a <0(O) 6. 
Note that if a is less than b in the partial order on T”, then o(u) < o(b), and 
so u$b. Denote (T”, <)= {a: l<a<n}. 
For a > 0, let L(u) c Ip be defined by 
Denote P,(,,by P,. 
THEOREM 3.3. {ha},<, is a boundedly complete, monotone trunsfinite 
basis for J(T). In fact, for every f E J( T), f = Iox n c,h,, where 
c,=f(a)-f(u- 1). 
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Proof: Let f~ J(T). We claim that with c, = f(a) - f(a - 1) for all 
a E T”, x0< b c,h, is defined and equals P, f for every b < q. 
Assuming the claim, we have f = P,f = x0<,, c,h,. If f = xaxn d,h,, 
then 
so the coefficient are unique. 
We will prove the claim by induction on 6. Clearly, p, f = 0. Assume that 
the claim holds for all a < b. 
If b is the immediate successor to d with respect o <, then 
Pbf(X)=Pdf(x)+(f(d)--f(d- l))Ux), (1) 
for all XE T. Since L(b) = L(d) u {d}, if it is not true that x > d, then 
Pdf(x) = Pbf(x). Also, in this case, hd(x) =O, so (1) holds. If d<x, then 
Pbf(x)=f(d), PJx)=f(d-1), and hJx)=l. So, (1) holds. 
If b is a limit with respect to 4, then we must show 
Pbf(x) = h<b PJ Let E >O. By Corollary 2.7, there are elements 
d ,, . . . . d, in L(b) n T” such that if B= {xo T: x < d, for some i}, then 
II P, f - P,f II <E. With respect o <, let d be the immediate successor to 
the maximum of d 1 ,..., d,. Then BcL(d) and d<b. For d<c<b, 
IIPhf - P,f II = ll(I- PC) Pbf II G Il(r- PB) Pbf II = IlPbf - P,f II <E. 
So P, f -+ Pb f as c + b and the claim is proved. 
Hence, &A~~ is a transfinite basis for .Z( T). Since {P,: a < a} are the 
projections onto the partial sums and have norm one, the basis is 
monotone. 
To show KA,, is boundedly complete let Zc [ 1, q[ and let (v,),, , be 
a bounded transfinite sequence such that whenever a, b E I and a < b then 
P, yb = y,. We will show that ( yJaE, is Cauchy. Let M = supas I IIYJ and 
let s > 0. Since II )‘J < I/Y~([ for every a, b E Z with a < 6, there exists a, E Z 
such that whenever a E Z and a, < a, 11 yclJ12 > M2 - 6’. Let a, < a -g b. Then, 
by Lemma 2.4, 
But, 
and 




By Fact 3.2(i), 
tttz- p,) .d = 11 )‘h - y,ii < &. 1 
COROLLARY 3.4. J(T)=cl sp(h,:a~ T”}. 
From this follows 
COROLLARY 3.5. J(T) is separable iff T” is countable. 
COROLLARY 3.6. P,J(T)=clsp{h,:a~A,nT”} 
Proof. Recall that for aET”, (e,-e,-,)P,f#O only if aEA,,nTO. 
So, P,J(T)cclsp{h,:aEA,nT”}. Also, P,h,=h,, ifaEA.nT”. 1 
COROLLARY 3.7. Zf~oqq c,h,E J(T), then 
where x-y, CU,b, c, denotes the transfinite sum over [a, b] n T” and A9 is the 
set of finite sequences of disjoint segments [a, b]. Moreover, if c, E K for all 
.YE T” and (~:Ca,hlEBICIECu,h, c.~I’)‘~~ is defined for all BEG and the 
supremum over 28 is finite, then x0 < ~ c,h, E J(T). 
Proof: Let ‘x r+c,h,EJ(T) and a,bET. Let a’=a ifa is a limit in T 
andleta’=a-1 ifaET’.Then 
f(b)-f(a')=(e,-e,*)( 1 c.A)= c cv 
x < 'I 'E [u. h] 
and the first part of the corollary follows. 
Let c ~ E K for all x E T” and assume 
2 (,..g& l.rE;.h, cu2< ccj. 
Then we may define f: T + K by f(x) = C,, cO. r, c,. Since these sums are 
defined. 
lim 2 c, = C c,. 
h--yoE[0.6] a E [0,x] 
Thus, f is continuous. Also, it is clear that II f II is finite and for each a E To, 
f(a)-f(a- l)=c,. Therefore, f E J(T) and f =COXl c,h,. m 
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COROLLARY 3.8. J(T) is isometric to HO(T”). 
Proof: For a E T”, define g,: T” + K by g,(b) = bob. Let Fc T” be finite 
and c, E K for all aE F. By the definition of the norm in HO( T”) and 
Corollary 3.7, 111 IrEP~u~ullHocs~= IILF~akAIJcr,. Since fWT”I is the 
completion of sp{ g,: aE T”} and J(T) is the closure of sp{h,: aE To}, we 
see that J(T) and HO(T”) are isometric. 1 
The following corollary shows J(T) is only interesting if the tree is tall. 
COROLLARY 3.9. If ht( T) < w, then J(T) is isomorphic to I,( T”). 
Proof: Let ht(T)=m<oci andf=xU,,c,h,EJ(T). By Corollary3.7. 
II{c,: -YE T”}IlrzG Ilfll. 
Also, 
If(b) -f(a)l’ = 
so 
llfll ~m”211{c,:-x~ T”)llrz. I 
A Banach space X is said to have the 71 property if X= cl U, E A E,, 
where {E, : c1 E A } is a set of finite-dimensional subspaces of X directed by 
inclusion satisfying the following. For some 12 1 and for every a E A there 
is a projection T, from X onto E, with I( T,ll d 1. 
THEOREM 3.10. J(T) is a II space. 
ProoJ: Let ,U be the collection of all subspaces having the form 
sp{ h,: a E H}, where H= G,, for some finite G in %Z. For any finite subset F 
of T”, G = F” is finite and Fc G n T”. Thus Fc G,. Therefore, 
u {sp{h,: a E F} : F is a finite subset of T”} c u A. 
Since sp { h,: a E To} is dense in J(T), the closure of the union on the left is 
all of J(T). Hence, J(T) = cl u JZ. Let E,, E, E ,X with 
E,=sp(h,:aEH,), i= 1, 2. 
Then H, u Hz is a finite subset of T”, so, as argued above, there is a finite 
set G c %? such that H, u H, E G,. Hence JZ may be directed by inclusion. 
Finally, if E c JZ? and E = sp{ h,: a E G,} for some finite set G E %:, then E is 
finite dimensional and P, is a norm one projection onto E. 1 
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THEOREM 3.11. J(T) has the metric approximation property. 
Proof. Let E > 0 and let Cc J(T) be a compact set. Since sp{ h, : a E T” ) 
is dense in J(T), C may be covered by a finite number of balls of radius s/2 
with centers in sp{h,: a E TO}, say B(f,, s/4), i= 1, . . . . n. So, there is a finite 
set B= {a,, . . . . a,} c T’ with f, =xacB c;h,, i= 1, . . . . n. Since B is linite, 
A=B^ is finite and closed. By Corollary 3.6, the range of P, is 
cl sp{h,: a E A,,} and A,, is finite, so P, has finite rank. Also, Bc A,, so 
PA.fr =f, for i= 1, . . . . n. If fe C, choose f, such that f E B(f,, s/2). Then 
Ilf- PAfll 6 Ilf-Lll + lIPAL- PAfll 
G llf-fill + lIPAIl I/f,-fll GE. I 
4. DUALS OF J(T) 
Let T” denote the nth chain extension of T, let Y(T) be the closed span 
of {e,: a E T”}, and for any Banach space X let Xcn’ denote the nth dual. 
We will prove that J(T) (2n’ is isometric to J( 7”‘) and that J(T)““- ‘) is 
isometric to Y(y) for any positive integer n. The bulk of the work to 
characterize the duals will go into showing that J(T)* = cl sp{e,: a E T}. 
The characterization is completed by showing that J(T) is isometric to the 
dual of Y(T) and that cl sp{e,: a E T} is isometric to Y( T- ). From the 
proof that Y(T) is an isometric predual for J(T) it will follow that J(T) is 
reflexive iff T is its own chain extension, that is, that there are no limits of 
chains in T. Also, using the relationship between Y(T) and J(T) and the 
projection lemma in Section 2, we show that J(T) (and every second dual) 
has the Radon-Nikodym property. 
We begin by defining another type of projection. For A c T, let 
Ix (IE A c,h, denote the translinite sum on A n T” with the order inherited 
from (T”, <). Consider a nonempty subset of T such that A has no gaps; 
i.e., if x, YE A, then [x, ~1 c A. Call such a set, A, a full set, and let y 
denote the collection of such subsets. By Corollary 3.7, S,(C,,, c,h,) = 
1 (lE A c,h, defines a norm-one projection for every full set A. In particular, 
if AEY, then P,=S, and Z-Pp,=SI.,.I. Also note that for A, BET, 
S,S~=S~SA=S,,~. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let I% be a collection of sets in 5 such that every segment 
in T intersects at most one A E 6X. Then u a E F and for each 
x* E J( T)*, (S,)*x* =0 for all but a countable number of AE~X, 
Il(S”d*X*I12=CAEc? II&)*x*11*, and (S, )*x* converges unconditionally 
to (SUa)*x*. 
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Proof: Let f~ .I( T). Then, it follows from Corollary 3.7 that 
IIS”flfl12=CAd llSAfI12. Let E > 0 and let 9 be a finite subset of a so 
that CA E n’. B II ~,Jl12 < E. Then, 
II 
S,,f- 1 S.4f 2= IIS 
I 
",N~a,fl12= 1 IIx4fl12<~. 
A E .* AEfT,.9 
Hence, CA E n S, f converges unconditionally to S,, f: 
Let ?I* E J( T)*. Then 
(s",)*x*f=x*(S"crf)= 1 x*(S,f)= c (S,)*x*(S,f) 
A E Ci A E n 
G c II(sA)*x*li IIsAf II 
AER 
Thus, 
Iw”n)*x*I12d c II~A-~*l12. (1) 
AEC? 
Assume a = {A,, . . . . A,}. Then 
A5M I~(sA)*~y*~~2=sup 
i( 
,$, Ii(sA,)*-x*ll &)‘: f,o:=1,(1.E+ 
Given {a,: i= 1, . . . . 
Ilf,ll = 1, so that 
n} c R with 1 uf = 1 and given E > 0, there isf, = S,,f,, 
.c, II(sA,)*x*II u,)2+ ((sA,)*x*fu,))2+& r=l 
But, 
,;, ((SA,)*x*f,)u, = i ((‘&)*x*f,) a, 
r=l 
= (S”J*x* ( > ,g, Ulfi 
Q Iw”n)*x*ll i a,f# 




( ,g, IltsA,)*x*ll g*< IItS”n)*.~*II*+~. 
Since E an arbitrary positive number and the a,‘~ are arbitrary real numbers 
which satisfy C:= , uf = 1, 
AFfl ll(~,)*x*l126 Il(SUn)*X*(I*. 
SO, if 6Z is finite, 
.Ffl IINl)*-x*11’= Iw”n)*“*II*. 
Now let CE be arbitrary and 29 be any finite subset of a. Then 
A;a II&)*~~*11*= Iw”r)*-x*11’ 
= Iw”,)*(~“,)*-~*l12 
G IIts”&)*lv lw”n)*-w= lw”n)*X*I12. 
Hence, (S,)*x* #O for only a countable number of A’s and 
c IIcL)*.w6 lI(S”n)*.Y*l12. 
A c (I 
Thus, by t 11, 
By an argument similar to the one at the beginning of this proof, it 
follows that (S,d)*x* converges unconditionally to (SUr*)*x*. [ 
DEFINITION. Let {h,* :a < q } c .I( T)* be the biorthogonal functionals 
associated to the transfinite basis (h,: a < q} for J(T). That is, define h,* by 
h,*(h,) = ii,, for each b E T”. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let A c T” with o(u)= o(b), for all UE A. For every 
x* E J( T)*, (S,)*x* = xa, A x*(h,) h,*. 
ProoJ By Lemma 4.1, 
(S,)*x*= 1 (S+,))*x* = C x*(h,) h,*. B 
UEA OEA 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. If ht( T) < o, then J(T)* has transfinite basis 
VC >a r=. 
Proof. Let f= xtiqn c,h, and x* EJ(T)*. Then, 
x’(~~c,h,)=~~c.x’(h.l 
= c -x*h,) h,*(f). 
o<v 
So, if I&V x*(h,) h,* exists, it must equal x*. Suppose CacV x*(h,) h,* 
does not exist. Then there is a least b < 9 such that lim,,, Eu<E x*(h,) h,* 
does not converge. In particular, b is a limit ordinal. If it is not a limit of 
elements in the level of 6, Lotb,, then it is the least element in Lou,) and is a 
limit of elements in LouP, ,. In either case, there exists a cg < b such that 
for all c,, < c < b, o(c) = o(cO). Let A = {c: c0 < c < b}. Using Corollary 4.2, 
x* = (Pro)*x* + (S,)*x* 
= .sco -x*(k) h,* + c -x*(h,) h: 
co<a<b 
= u;b -u*(h,) h: 9 
contradicting the assumption. 1 
DEFINITION. Let bE T and let (x~ acC0,63n .-} c K be a net directed by 
the well-ordering [0, b] A T” inherits from T. If it exists, denote its limit by 
T” - limoGb x,. 
DEFINITION. Let j? be a limit ordinal with successor /3 +. Let T be a tree 
of height /3’. Define Q: J(T) + I,(L,) by Q(x*)(c) = T” -limoG,x*(h,) 
for every c E L,. 
Interpreting the James tree space JT as the James space on the chain 
complete tree of height o+ which branches twice at each successor, and 
has boundedly complete Schauder basis (h, : a < w >, Lindenstrauss and 
Stegall proved the following. 
THEOREM 4.4. [13]. Q is a bounded norm-one linear operator onto 
f,(L,) wirh kernel cl sp{h,*: a<w}. 
This allowed them to characterize the duals of JT. 
COROLLARY 4.5 [ 133. For k >O, JpZk’ is isomorphic to JT@I,(L,) 
and JpZk ~ ” is isomorphic to JT* @ f,(L,). 
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In the case of an arbitrary tree we will prove that J(T)* = 
cl sp{e,: UE T} and that J(T)** is isometric to J( T- ). Since the second 
dual is again the James space on a general tree we get a characterization of 
all the duals. The proof of Lindenstrauss and Stegall works for a relatively 
short tree which has a finite number of elements on the level of each 
successor, but which has an uncountable number of maximal elements. In 
the lemmas which lead up to our theorem we are using the outline of their 
proof, altering the results, but using the ideas that help as deal with a fat 
tree. A general tree may also be quite tall, so we also use the properties of 
the dual of the long James space. 
THEOREM 4.6 (Edgar [6]). Let T = [0, q] be a well-ordered tree and let 
x* E J( T)*. Then 
(i) for any be T, T” -lim,,, x*(h,) exists, and 
(ii) J(T)* has transfinite basis {e,: 0 <a< q}. Specifically, for 
x*EJ(T)*, 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let T be any chain complete rooted tree, and 
x* E J( T)*. Then, for every m E T, T” - lim,,, x*(h,) exists, and 
whereu,=T”-lim,C.x*(h,), lfa<mandu,+,=O. 
Proof Let M= [O,m], let P: J(M)-+J(T) be defined by Pg=gotiM, 
and let 1 ,+, : J(T) + J(M) be the restriction map. By Proposition 4.6(i), 
M” - lim,S,P*x*h,++,, exists. But P*x*hc,.M, = x*ht,Tj, SO T” - 
lim ~ G ,x*h, exists. By Lemma 4.6( ii), 
P*x*= C (~,--~+~)e,,,~,. (1) 
o<asm 
Iff E J(T), 
(~M)*P*x*f=P*X*f~M=X*(f~M~~M)=x*PMf=(PM)*x*f: 
so, 
(I ,qM)*p*x* = (P&#)*x*. 
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Also, for u E A4 
(IM)*e (P,M)=e,. 
So, applying (1 M)* to both sides of (1) we have the second part of the 
lemma. 1 
Now, we begin our series of lemmas. 
THEOREM 4.8. Q is a bounded linear operator with Q(c1 sp{e,: a E r}) = 
ML,). 
ProoJ Let x* EJ(T)*. Let b,, b,, . . . . b, be distinct elements of L,. Let 
y=max{o(b, A b,): i#j}. If a,, a,, . . . . a,~ T” with o(n,)> y and b,> a, for 




( ,c, (T” -Jiz Ix*(hJl j2)‘-’ 6 IIx*ll. 
Thus, 
> 112 ,z IT”- lim x*(h,)12 < IIx*ll. o<b P 
Therefore, Q is well defined and is bounded. 
Let { cb : b E La} be an element of I,( LB) which is not identically zero and 
let { cb,: 1 < i < k < cc } be its nonzero elements. Inductively choose a, E T”, 
a, < b,, so that ]a,, b,] is disjoint from lJ,“=: ]a,. b,], n <k. Consider 
If k < cc this clearly exists. Suppose k= co. Let f EJ(T) with 11 f 11 = 1. 
Then, 
f, If(h) - f(a,N2 G 1. 
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Given E > 0, let n, be chosen so that x7=,, IcJ* < E for n 2 no. Then, if 
m>n>n,, 
f c,,(e,,-e,)f * = f cb,(f(bi)-f(aL)) ’ 
I = rr I I ,=?I 
Hence, I,“= , cb,(eb, - e,) E J(T)*. 
If c,=O and b>a>max{b, A b: 1 <i<n<k}, then 
2 cb,(eb, - e,) h, = 0 = cb. 
,=I 
If k>n>j and b,>a>max{a, A a,: 1 <idn}, then 
i, Cb,(eb,-e,)h=cb,. 
So, if k is finite, 
Cb,(eb,-eu,) = {cb:bEL,4). 
Ifk=ocl, 
Q (f, 'de b, - e,) (6) = ,)i’J” Q ) f Cb,(eb,-ea,) (b) 
r=l > 
= lim T” - ?iFb i cb,(eb, - e,) h, 
n-m I= I 
= Cb. 
Therefore, Q(c1 sp{ e, : a E T} ) = I,( LB). 
For aE T”, define U(a) = {XE T: a < x} and S, = SuCp,. Then, for every 
feJ(T) 
LEMMA 4.9. For every x* E J( T), 
lim II(Z-S,)*x*II = Ilx*ll. 
u-cv 
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Proof. Let f E .I( T). Then 
lim P,f =f 
u<tl 
and 
IIS,f II s ll(I- P”)f III 
so S, f -+ 0. Given x* E J(T) and E > 0, there is a norm-one element f e J( T) 
such that IIx*ll --EC Ix*(f )I. For this function, there is U,,E T” such that 
whenever a, < a, then 
IIx*ll --E-c I(z-s,)*x*fI. 
Also, 
I(Z- s,)*x*f I d ll(I- s,)*x*ll d llx*ll 
Hence, Il(Z-- S,)*x*ll + IIx*ll and the lemma is proved. 1 
LEMMA 4.10. Let y* E ker Q. Then, S,*y* + 0. 
Proof: Suppose S,*y* f* 0. Then there is a > 0 and a subnet 
NY* IbeBc T” such that IIS,*y* II > tl for all b E B. We show first that there 
are a finite number of incomparable elements with respect o 6. 
Suppose b, , . . . . 6, are incomparable. Let f,E S,J( T) such that Ilf,ll = 1 
and Re(y*(f,))aa/2 for 1 <i<n. Then, 
and 
m/2 < Re y* 
( > 
i f, < II y*II n”‘. 
,=I 
Hence, 
n G (2 II ~*ll/a)~. 
Thus, there are only a finite number of incomparable elements. So, there is 
6, E B such that B, = (b E B: b > b,} is a chain with respect o <. Since B is 
cotinal in ( T”, < ), so is B, . 
So, by Lemma 4.9, for all b E B,, there is a 6’ E B, with b’ > b such that 
Il(Z- SL,)*S~y*II = Il(S,* - S,*.) y*ll > a. Hence, there is a cofinal chain C in 
B, such that if b E C and b’ is its immediate successor in C, then 
Il(.s-s,*)y*ll >a. (2) 
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Let m be the least upper bound of C. Then m E L,. Let P = PLo,,,, . Then, 
by Corollary 4.7, 
P*y* = c d,e,, 
O<llCnl 
for some scalars (d,:O<a<mJ and d,= To-lim,,, ,*(/I,). But, 
y* E Ker Q, so 
d,=O. 
In particular, (C, < b doe,}, ~ ,~ is a Cauchy net and lim, <m xU < .~ d, exists. 
Since 
s,(f) = PL:(~,~ :0)(f) - eb I hb 
for every f~ J(T) and b E T”, 
StP*y*= c duea-- 
b<o 
so, 
Hence, there is b, E C such that for b 2 b,, b E C, 
1) (S,* - S,*.) p*y* II < 42. (3) 
Let A(b)={aET:a>b and LI is not comparable to b’) for every bEC. 
Then, (S,,,,)* = (St - Sz,)(Z- P*). So, by (2) and (3), 
Iits4,bl)*Y*Ii “d2. 
Also, each segment intersects at most one A(b), so 
Il(S I., (4(b) bcC) )*),*112= c Ii(s,4(b,)*Y*I12~ 
beC 
But, 
1 2 11 Y*l12 2 Il(s” (A(61 beC) )*Y*I12 
= b& k%4,b,)*l’*i12 
2 c lx2/4=oo, 
bsC 
a contradiction. 1 
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LEMMA 4.11. Assume P,*J( T)* = cl sp{ e, : a E L(b) } for every b E T”. 
Then ker Q = {e,: UE T\Lg}. 
Proof: Let Z= cl sp{e,: a E T\Lp} and Y = ker Q. Assume that Z is a 
proper closed subspace of Y. Let 3”*/2 < GL < 1. Pick x* E Y with /1x*1( = 1 
such that d(x*, Z) > ~1. Choose f= C;= 1 c,h,, with 11 f 11 6 1 such that 
x*(f) > a. We get a contradiction by showing that there is another element 
gEJ(T), IIgll ,< 1 such that x*(g)>a and IIf +gll <2a. 
Let E > 0 such that (3 + &)I’*< 2a. By Lemma 4.10 there is a q E T” with 
o(q) > ~(a,), 1 d i < n, such that IJSBx* II < &/2n, for all a, with q 4 a. Let 
)! = o(q)+, let A = IJ {U(b): bE L,}, and let c be the least element with 
respect to < in L,. By the hypothesis of the lemma, P,*x* E Z, so 
IIS,Yx*II = 11x* - P,*x*ll > a. 
By Lemma 4.1 there are elements b( 1 ), . . . . b(p) E L, such that 
1 B II&)*x*ll’ 
3 f II(Sb~,,)*-~*I12 >a*.
r=l 
Hence, we may choose g, = Sb(,, g, with II g,ll = 1 so that 
1 > i x*( g,)* > a*. 
,=I 
Let g = Cp=, x*( gl) g,. Then 
x*(g)= f x*( g,)* > a* 
r=l 
and 
llgl12= i Ilx*(&kill* 
r=l 
= ,c, wb,,,)*x*(g,H* G 1. 
Also, 
Il~b,r,~ll = I(~b,,,)*x*(gJl G&m. 
The proof will be finished by showing that 1) f + g/l < (3 + &)‘I*. 
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Let B = {u, : i = 1, . . . . n }. Let Is,, t, 1, . . . . Is,,,, t,,,] be nonempty disjoint 




For i E D, f( t,) = f(s,) and 
1 IV+ g)(rJ- (f+ dW2 
IED 
= 1 Ig(~,)-g(~,)12~Ilgl12~1. 
1ED 
For i E E, g( t,) = g(s,) = 0, so 
,FE IV+ g)(tt)- (f+ g)(s,)12 
= c Ifk)-fb,)l?. 
IEE 
If ie F, then there is d, E Is,, t,] with o(d,) = o(q) and 
~~~I(f+gl(r,)-(I+g)(S,)IZ 
G 1 (IV+ s)(t,)- U+ gNd,)l + I(./-+ g)(4)- (I-+ s)(W* 
IEF 
= c (Is(t,)- g(d,)l + If(d,)-J’b,)O* 
IEF 
d 2 1 Idt,) - dd,)l* + 2 C If(d) -fb,)l’. 
lGF I‘ZF 
We have 
c If(t,)-f(s,)12 + 2 1 l./-(4) -fbi)l’ 
It E ICF 
62 c If(~,)-f(s,)12+ c If(4)-f(~,)l* 
( LEE !EF > 
d 2 llfll? < 2. 
So to estimate IIf+ gll, it remains to bound 2 xz, F I g(t,) - g(d,)12. 
For each iE F, 
IdtJ- g(4)12G ,?,a:, lISbt,,gll <@n. . . 
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Also, F contains at most n elements since it contains no more than the 
number of elements of B. So, 
Hence IIS+ g/l G (3 + E)‘!~ < 2~. l 
THEOREM 4.12. J(T)*=clsp{e,:aET}. 
Proof We will show by induction on (T”, 4) that 
P,*J(T)*=clsp{e,:bEL(a)}. 
This clearly holds if a is the least element of T”. So, assume this statement 
holds for all b, 1 <b < a. 
Suppose first that there is CE T”, c < a such that for every b with 
c < b i a, o(c) = o(b). Let 
A={bET:c<bia}. 
Then, P,* = P,* + S,*. By the induction hypothesis, 
By Corollary 4.2, 
S,*J( T)* = cl sp{hj : aEA}=clsp(e,-e,-,:aEA). 
Hence, P,*J( T)* = cl sp{e,: bE L(a)). 
Now assume that for every c< a there is b E T”, c< b < a, such that 
o(c) <o(b). Then, a is the least element in LO(,) and ht(J(L(a), < )) is a 
successor to a limit ordinal. J(L(a), < )* is isometric to P,*J(T)* via an 
isometry that maps e(b,L,uJ) to e,h.Tj. By the induction hypothesis and 
this isometry, the conditions of Lemma 4.11 are satisfied for J(L(a))*. 
Lemmas 4.9 and 4.11 imply J(L(a))* = cl sp{e,,,,,,,,: b E L(a)), Thus 
P:J(T)* =cl sp{ eb: b E L(a)} and the proof is complete. 1 
Edgar [6] showed that Y(T) is a predual for J(T) if T is well ordered. 
A similar proof works for arbitrary T. 
PROPOSITION 4.13. Y( T)* is isometric to J(T). 
Proof: Define a linear operator U: J(T) --) Y(T)* by clf( v*) = v*(f). If 
i Ic,12= 1, 
r=, 
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]a,, b,], . . . . ]a,, b,,] are disjoint, and f~ J( T), then 
,g, c,(eh, - edf 1’ 
= ,c, c,(f(b,) -fW l’ 
_I, lc,I”)( n ,;, lf b,) -fb,)l ‘ W. 
So, ET=, cite,, - e,,)ll 6 1 and since 
= sup 
iI 
,c, c,(f(b,) -fbJ)l: i Ic,12 = I}, 
,=l 
such functionals norm J(T). Thus, U is norm preserving. So we need only 
show that U(J(T)) = Y(T)*. Since U(J(T)) is weak* dense in Y(T)*, it is 
sufficient to show it is weak* closed. Let { U(f,)},,, be a weak* Cauchy 
net in { y* E Y(T)*: II y*Il <WI}. Then e,(f,) =fi(a) converges for all 
UE T”. Letf: T” -+ K be defined byf(u)=lim,f,(u). If ]u,,b,],...,]u,, b,] 
are disjoint in T with a,, b,E T”, then 
,i, Ifcbl) -f(al)12 =liF f, IjAb,)-fJu,)12 Grn2. 
This shows that f may be extended to a function in J(T) of norm less 
than or equal to m. Then Uf, + Uf, so UJ( T) n { y* : 1) y*(J < m} is weak* 
closed for all m. By the Krein-Smullian theorem, UJ( T) is weak* closed in 
Y(T)* [S, V.5.73. l 
COROLLARY 4.14. J(T) is reflexive if and only if ht( T) < w. 
Proof. In the case that ht( T) < co, T\{O} = T”, so J(T)* = Y(T). Hence 
Y(T)* = J( T)**. So, in the proof above U: .I( T) + Y(T)* is the natural 
embedding of J(T) onto J(T) **. If ht( T) > o, then the James space .I is 
isomorphic to a subspace of J(T). Since J is not reflexive, neither is 
J(T). I 
LEMMA 4.15. Let T and U be chain complete rooted trees. Let A, c T be 
closed under A with respect to T and let A2 c U be closed under A with 
respect to U. Zf i: A, + A2 is an order isomorphism, then whenever C c A,, 
clsp{e(,.,:uECj is isometric to clsp{e,,,.,:uEi(C)}. 
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Proof: Define V:sp{e,,~.,:a~C}--rsp{e~,,.,:h~i(C)} by 
for every finite set Fc C and scalars c,, a E F. We claim 
Since F is finite, F” is finite and is closed. Observe that 
T: J(F” ) + J(i(F” )), defined by r(f) = f 0 i-‘, is an isometry. So, 
P;o~,~~oRF~ : P,,, J(T) + P,,,A ,J( U) 
is an isometry. Also, note that PFA .I( T) norms x:,, F c,e,,J and PI(FA, J(U) 
norms x0, &,e(,(,).L’). If f E PFA J( T), then 
= zF CA’,,,,,. u, p:(F” j” T ’ RFA .f 
and the claim follows. Thus V may be extended to an isometry between 
cl sp{e,,.,: QE C} and cl sp{e,,,.,: bEi(C 1 
PROPOSITION 4.16. .I( T)* is isometric to Y( T- ). 
Proof J(T)* = cl sp( e,:aET} and Y(T-)=clsp{e,:aET-‘}. There 
is an order-preserving bijection between T and T-O and T-” is closed 
under A with respect o T-. Hence, by Lemma 4.15, J(T)* is isometric to 
UT-). I 
THEOREM 4.17. J(T) has the Radon-Nikodym property. 
Proof This will be proved using a result of Uhl [3]: “If every separable 
subspace of X has a separable dual, then X* has the Radon-Nikodym 
property.” 
Let Z be a separable subspace of Y(T). Then Z c cl sp{e, : a E C} for 
some countable set Cc T”. Let A = cl(C^ ) and A” be the successors in A 
with respect o the order on A. Then Cc A” c C” and C” is countable so 
A0 is countable and Z c cl sp { e(, T) : a E A0 ). By Lemma 4.15, cl sp{ e(,, T, : 
a E A0 } is isometric to Y(A). Hence, (cl sp{ e,: a E A” >)* is isometric to 
580 79,?-15 
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J(A). Since A” is countable, by Corollary 3.5, J(A) is separable. Thus, Z* is 
separable and the proposition is proved. 1 
THEOREM 4.18. J(T) ‘2”’ is isometric to J( Tn) and J(T)““- ” is isometric 
to Y(T”)for n= 1, 2, . . . 
Proof: This is a consequence of Propositions 4.13 and 4.16. 1 
COROLLARY 4.19. J(T) and ever)’ second dual have rhe Radon-Nikodym 
property. 
Proof: This is immediate from Theorems 4.17 and 4.18. 1 
COROLLARY 4.20. J(T) and every second dual have the metric 
approximation property. Y(T), J(T), and all duals have the approximation 
property. 
Proof: The first statement follows from Theorems 4.18 and 3.11. A 
Banach space X has the approximation property if X* has the 
approximation property [ 14, Theorem l.e.71. So, the second statement 
follows. 8 
COROLLARY 4.2 1. Y( T), J( T), and all duals have the n property. 
Proof By Theorems 3.10 and 4.18, J(T) and every second dual have the 
rr property. It follows that every dual has the 7c property [ 121. 1 
Remark. Note that ifhE T, eb(Crr~ncrrhu)=C~E,C0.b,n7. ,c,, where the 
order of summation is the order of the chain [0, b] n T” in T”. That is, eb 
computes a transfinite sum of coefficients over a chain B c T” satisfying 
the condition: XE B and 1’~ T” with J<X implies J’E B. Thus, BE(T’)-. 
So, to characterize the duals of HO(S) in terms of objects intrinsic to 
HO(S), for BES- define E,EHO(S)* by EB(Co~nc,g,)=C,,B~,. 
Then, HO(S)““’ IS isometric to HO(Y) and HO(S)(‘+ ‘) is isometric to 
clsp{E,:B~S”) for n-1,2,.... Also, HO(S) is isometric to the dual of 
the closed span of the linear functionals ECa.6,, where a is minimal in S and 
h E S. The condition for reflexivity is: HO(S) is reflexive iff S contains no 
infinite chains. 
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